
04/23/2021 
 
Dear Parents: 
 
       This week we talked about weather as the children were outside the teacher asked the 
children to look up at the sky and asked them how the weather was. Some days were sunny 
and some days were cloudy this week. During Circle Time the children were shown pictures of a 
sunny day, cloudy day, snowy day, and windy day. 
       For art had a great time in making a rainy day. As each child glued the clouds, lighting, and 
raindrops to the construction paper they were reminded that these are some of the things they 
see on a rainy day. As they did this art project they were asked to say the words clouds, 
raindrops, and lighting. Rainbow cloudy day was also fun for the children. As they glued the 
different colored strips to construction paper they were asked what each color strip was. 
Before they made their umbrella the teacher showed them one (umbrella) and had each child 
take a picture with it. An umbrella is used when it is raining outside, as the children took their 
picture they were asked when an umbrella was used? Each child was given half of a small paper 
plate and they colored it and then decorated it using foaming. Using a popsicle stick they glued 
it on to represent the handle, they had fun with this project. In making a happy Mr. Sun they 
colored in a circle cut from construction (white)  paper, colored it yellow, and added the rays to 
it as well as the ayes. When making snowflakes they were given cut-up strips of white 
construction paper and they glued it onto blue construction paper and decorated the snowflake 
using mosaic squares.  
       They had a blast on the playground. They threw balls to one another and had lots of fun 
going up the stairs and down the slide. Jumping in place was fun for them some had a hard time 
but as they say, practice makes perfect. 
       Parents, please wash your child's blanket and return to school nice and clean on Monday. If 
your child's nails are long please cut them so that they don't scratch themselves or their friends. 
 
"Children have never been very good at listening to their elders, but they have never failed to 
imitate them" - James Baldwin 
 
Have a nice weekend! 
Mrs. Nina 
Mrs. Tayra 
Ms. Fabi 


